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Abstract 
Kossak, R., H. Kotlarski and J.H. Schmerl, On maximal subgroups of the automorphism 
group of a countable recursively saturated model of PA, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 65 
(1993) 125-148 
We show that the stabilizer of an element a of a countable recursively saturated model of 
arithmetic M is a maximal subgroup of Aut(M) iff the type of a is selective. This is a point of 
departure for a more detailed study of the relationship between pointwise and setwise 
stabilizers of certain subsets of M and the types of elements in those subsets. 
We also show that a complete type of PA is 2-indiscernible iff it is minimal in the sense of 
Gaifman. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let M be a countable recursively saturated model of Peano Arithmetic. We say 
that a complete type p(v) realized in M is 2-indiscernible if for all a,, u2, a3, a4 
realizing p(v) in M if a, < a2 and u3 < u4 then tp(u,, u2) = tp(u,, u4). It has been 
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observed in [5] that if the type of an element a E M is 2-indiscernible, then the 
stabilizer H of a is a maximal subgroup of the automorphism group of M. 
Moreover, if f is an automorphism of M that moves a, then 
G = Aut(M) = H U {afp: a, /3 E H} U { af-‘/I?: a, p E H}. 
If a subgroup H of G has the above property then we say that H is strongly 
maximal in G. In other words, if H is strongly maximal and f is an automorphism 
not in H then H U {f} generates G in one step. 
Thus stabilizers of elements realizing 2-indiscernible types are strongly maxi- 
mal, and it was asked in [5] whether these are the only maximal stabilizers of 
elements of M. In the present paper we provide an answer to this question. First 
we prove that a stabilizer of an element a is maximal in G = Aut(M) if and only if 
the type of a is selective, and then we show that every recursively saturated model 
of PA contains elements realizing selective types which are not 2-indiscernible. 
These results constitute Sections 2,3 and 4. Not all open strongly maximal 
subgroups of G are stabilizers of elements of M. Examples of such subgroups are 
setwise stabilizers of some recursively saturated elementary initial segments of M; 
we discuss these examples in Section 2. 
In Section 5 we examine other open subgroups of Aut(M)-the setwise 
stabilizers of gaps. Gaps are building blocks of M (see Section 5), and are 
essential for the study of Aut(M). For instance, if D is a gap of M, then for every 
automorphism f either f”D = D or f”D is disjoint from D; also every non-identity 
automorphism f moves many gaps. 
Not surprisingly, group-theoretic properties of the setwise stabilizer of a gap 
turn out to be closely related to properties of types realized by elements in the 
gap. We define the notion of a quasi-selective type, and we prove that the setwise 
stabilizer of a gap containing an element realizing a quasi-selective type is 
maximal in Aut(M), but we do not know however whether the converse is true. 
We say that a type p(v) is rure if every gap contains at most one element realizing 
p(v). For example, every selective type is rare. If a gap D contains an element a 
realizing a rare type p(v), then the setwise stabilizer of D is the stabilizer of a. 
But the general picture is much more complex. We prove that there are gaps 
realizing rare types whose setwise stabilizers are not maximal, and that there are 
gaps without elements realizing rare types, whose setwise stabilizers are maximal. 
In Section 6 we consider a question of extendability of open subgroups of 
Aut(M) to maximal subgroups. We prove that if M is a model of True Arithmetic 
and N is strong in M, then every subgroup of Aut(M) containing the stabilizer of 
a single element of M is contained in a proper maximal subgroup of M. 
All the necessary background concerning recursively saturated models of PA 
can be found in [3]. Let us recall some notation and definitions. 
Let M be a fixed countable recursively saturated model of PA. G = Aut(M) is 
the automorphism group of M. 
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ForaEM 
K(a) = {t(a): t is a Skolem term of PA}; 
M(u) = sup K(u) = {x E M: 3y E K(u) x <y }; 
M[u]=lJ{K<,M:K<u}; 
[u) = M(u) \M[u]. 
In the above definitions, as well as elsewhere in the paper, the order < is 
always the natural order of M. In particular, sup in the definition of M(u) is the 
supremum of K(u) in M in the sense of this order, and K < a in the definition of 
M[u] means that, for every b E K, b <a. 
If p(v) is a type, then pM denotes the set of all elements realizing p(v) in M; 
similarly for every formula q(v), qM = {a E M: M k q(v)}. 
Some of our results will be formulated in terms of a topology on Aut(M). A 
basis for the topology is given by sets 
U,“= {f E G:f(u) = b}, 
where a, b E M. The sets Ut = G,,,, for a E M, are open subgroups of G. We will 
call them basic subgroups. 
Here are some useful general facts about topological automorphism groups. All 
proofs follow directly from definitions. 
1.1. Proposition. Let H be a subgroup of G. 
(i) If H contains a basic subgroup, then H is open. 
(ii) If H is open, then H is closed. 
(iii) If G(,, c H, f E H and f (a) = b, then Uf: c H. 
(iv) If Us: c H and Us: # 0, then G(,, c H and GChj < H. 
The definition of a minimal type will be given in Section 4. Directly from the 
results of [l] it follows that every recursively saturated model of PA contains 
elements realizing minimal types. Also, if p(v) is a minimal type realized in M, 
then not only isp(v) 2-indiscernible, but it is indiscernible, i.e., for all a,, < . . - < a,; 
b(,<. - . <b,, with all ai’s and b;‘s in p”, we have tp(uo, . . . , a,) = 
tp@,,, . . . , b,). 
The set of standard integers is denoted by N, and TA is the theory of 
(N +, .J 0, 1). 
The set of all formulas of PA will be denoted by L. 
The standard system of M, denoted by SSy(M), is the collection of all X E N 
such that X = Y fl N for some definable Y 5 M. 
We will often use the fact that for a, b E M, if b $ K(u), then there is f E G,,, 
such that f(b) Zb. But in most cases we need to know more about the range of 
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elements of the form f(b) for f E Cc,,. The next proposition and its proof are 
presented as a proptotype for arguments that will be used later without proofs. It 
is this kind of argument that will be refered to as ‘standard’ or ‘routine’. 
1.2. Proposition. Suppose that a, b E M and M(0) < b < (K(a)\M(O)). Then for 
every c > M(0) there is d < c such that tp(d, a) = tp(b, a). 
Proof. Consider the recursive type 
r(u, b, c, v) = {(p(v, a) f, q(b, a): cp E L} U {v -=c }. 
It is enough to show that r is consistent. Suppose it is not. Then for some 
@(rv, v) such that M 1 @(b, a) we have 
M b vu (@(v, a)+ v 3 c). 
But then for p = min{v: Q(v, a)} we have: p E K(u) and 
M(0) <c < p G b s (K(u)\M(O)), 
contradiction. 0 
2. Strongly maximal basic subgroups 
Proposition 7.5 of [5] says that if the type of an element a EM is 2- 
indiscernible, then Cc,, is a maximal subgroup of G. The proof actually shows 
that Cc,, is strongly maximal. In the new formulation this proposition can be 
stated as an equivalence: 
2.1. Theorem. Let a be an element of M, and let p(v) = tp(u). Then p(v) is 
2-indiscernible in M iff CC,,, is a strongly maximal subgroup of G. 
Proof. Suppose that f, g E G, and f 4 G(,,. We will show that g is in the subgroup 
of G generated by G,,, and f, and in fact g can be presented in the form given in 
the definition of strong maximality. Suppose that f(u) = b and g(u) = c. By 
considering f -’ instead off, if necessary, we can assume that a < b H a < c. Then 
tp(u, b) = tp(a, c), so there is LX E G,,, such that a(b) = c. But then g-‘cuf E G,,,, 
and the result follows. 
Now suppose that G,,, is strongly maximal in G. To show that p(v) = tp(u) is 
2-indiscernible we will first prove that for all b, c opt, if a < b, c then 
tp(u, b) = tp(u, c). Indeed, since b, c epM there are f, g E G such that f(u) = b, 
g(u) = c. But, since G,,, is strongly maximal, there are a, /3 E G(,, such that 
g = @I. (Or g = (yf-‘p but this is impossible since then g(u) = c@-‘P(u) <a.) 
Then (Y =g@-‘f -I, so a(b) = c, and since a: E G(,, it follows that tp(a, b) = 
tp(u, c). If the relative positions of a, b and c are not as above, then we apply a 
similar argument with f -’ used instead off. 
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Now take a, 6, c, d epM such that a < b, c < d. Let h E G be such that h(c) = a. 
Then tp(c, d) = tp(a, h(d)) = tp(a, b), and the result follows. q 
The question of the existence of nonbasic strongly maximal subgroups of G is 
settled by the following example. A sequence uo, al, . . . is an ascending sequence 
of skies if for every i, M(ui) < ui+l; a,,, a,, . . . is a descending sequence of skies if 
for every i, M(u;+,) < M(uJ. A recursively saturated model contains elements 
coding ascending sequences of skies and descending sequences of skies of 
nonstandard length. If a is a code of such an ascending sequence of skies 
4, a,, . . . then let Z, = sup{u,: n E N}. It is easy to see that Z, is an elementary 
initial segment of M and Z, is recursively saturated. The same is true for 
I” = inf{u,: n E N}, if a,,, a,, . . . is a descending sequence of skies. Below we will 
deal only with cuts of the form I,; analogous results are true for cuts of the form 
I”, and proofs are similar. 
2.2. Lemma. Zf a codes an ascending sequence of skies, and q(v) is any type 
realized in M\ M(O), then there is b E M, such that b codes an ascending sequence 
of skies b,, b,, . . . , foreverynEfV, b,Eq”, undZO=ZI,. 
Proof. Let (s), denote the nth term of a sequence coded by s, len(s) denotes the 
length of s. Consider the type T(s): 
{len(s) >n: n E IV} U {(a), < (s), <(a),+,: n E fW} 
U U {d(sM: n E W. 
Using arguments similar to those used in the proof of Proposition 1.2, one can 
show that T(s) is consistent. Any realization of T(s) in M gives a required b. I3 
2.3. Theorem. Zf b E M codes an ascending sequence of skies, then the setwise 
stabilizer of Z,, is a strongly maximal subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let Go, be the setwise stabilizer of Z,, and suppose that f E G\Go,. 
Suppose g E G\Go,. We will assume that Z, = f”Z, and Id = g”Z, are initial 
segments of Z,. In other cases argue similarly, using f -’ instead off if necessary. 
By Lemma 2.2 we can assume that for every n E N, (b),, (c),, (d), satisfy the 
same minimal type q(v). Now consider the recursive type A(u, v, w): 
{len(u), len(v), len(w) > n: n E N} 
U {(uL = (b), & (v), = (c), & (w), = (d),: n E N> 
u {4)(v, u) - &w, u): Q, E L}. 
Since q(v) is an indiscernible type, A is finitely realizable in M, provided 
c;, d; < b, for standard i and this can be easily arranged by truncating the 
sequences if necessary. Suppose now that (b’, c’, d’) realizes A in M, then 
Zb = Z,,, Z, =I,,, Z, =Z,. and there is (Y E Gcb,) such that (I = d’. But then 
g-‘& E G,,,,,, hence g = c#, for some p E G,,,, as promised. •! 
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We say that a cut I of M is coded by N if Z is either the supremum or infimum of a 
sequence of length N which is coded in M. It is not quite clear whether G{,, is 
maximal for all recursively saturated cuts I < M which are coded by N in M. Let 
us note however that if N is strong in M then every such cut is of the form Z, or 
Zb, respectively, (see Theorem 2.4 below), so we are left with the problem 
whether GfI) is maximal for a strange cut Z in a model in which N is not strong (a 
cut is Z strange if it is elementary, recursively saturated, coded by N in M, but not 
of the form Zb or Z”). 
It would be interesting to know other examples of elementary cuts Z-C, M, 
whose setwise stabilizers G{,) are (strongly) maximal in G. If Z is not semiregular 
in M, J is the cofinality of Z in M and J # N, and if Z is not semiregular in M, 
then G{,, is a proper subgroup of GtJ, (since .Z is definable in (M, I)). Hence for Z 
as above G(,, is not maximal. 
Question. Is GII, a maximal subgroup of G for semiregular I<, M? 
Theorem 2.3 can be significantly strenghtened if we assume that N is a strong 
cut of M, which means that for every function f such that f is coded in M and its 
domain includes N, there is r E M such that for all rz E N, f(n) E N iff f (n) < r. 
2.4. Theorem. Suppose that N is strong in M and J is a recursively saturated 
elementary cut of M, and for some a in M 
J = inf{t,(a): n E N} or J = sup{&(a): n E N}, 
where t,, tZ, . . . is a sequence of Skolem terms (we do not assume that the sequence 
is coded in M). Then GtJ, is a strongly maximal subgroup of G. 
Proof (Sketch). Since M is recursively saturated, there is c EM such that 
K(a) = {(c);: i E N}. Using a partial inductive satisfaction class for M we define 
(we identify Skolem terms with their Godel numbers): 
f (i, i) = min{t: t((C);) > (C)j A t((C)j) > (C);}. 
Since N is strong in M, there is r such that for all i, j E N, f (i, i) E N iff 
f(i, j) < r. Notice that f (i, i) E N iff [(c);) = [(c)j). So we can define a coded 
. . 
sequence lo, 1, , . . . as follows: Let i0 = 0, and if io, i,, . . . , i, have been defined, 
then let 
r,+i = min{i: Vj 6 n f ((ij, i) s r}, 
Now, for all n E N let d,, = (c)~,,. 
Notice that, since J is recursively saturated, J must be the supremum or the 
infimum of some subsequence of d,,: n E N. This shows that without loss of 
generality we can assume that for all i, j E N, if i #j then [&(a)) # [tj(a)). 
Now to finish the proof we can apply the arguments used to prove Lemma 2.2 
and Theorem 2.3. We leave the details to the reader. 0 
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Dugald Macpherson has asked if there are open subgroups of Aut(M) with 
continuum many extensions. We will answer this question below by constructing 
an example. The construction will also prove the existence of open subgroups 
H s G, such that the cut J(H), that will be defined in Section 6, is an elementary 
cut but is neither of the form Ib nor of the form Z,,. Similar results can be obtained 
by applying rational sequences of skies defined by Smorynski [9]. 
Let M be a countable recursively saturated model of PA. Let n,, be a 
nonstandard element of M, and let d, = 2”“-“, for II E N. Now for every subset E 
of /V (we do not assume that E is in SSy(M)), we define: 
in = 1 
0, ifnEE; 
d nt otherwise. 
LetIE=sup{jo+**.+jn: nEN}. 
It follows easily from high-school algebra that if E, # E2 then ZEl flE2, we 
leave the proof to the reader. Note that I” has a greatest element iff E is finite. 
Let q(v) be a Gaifman minimal type realized in M. There is an element w of M 
which codes a strictly increasing sequence of length 2”“+’ and such that for every 
i < len(w), (w)~ realizes q(v). (Define w in (M, S), where S is an inductive partial 
satisfaction class for M.) Now let 
JE = sup{M((w);): i E I”}. 
Finally let H” be the setwise stabilizer of JE. It is easy to check that GCw, c HE for 
every E, and distinct sets E determine distinct groups HE, hence G,,, has 
continuum many extensions in G. Since there are only countably many cuts of the 
form lb or &,, continuum many cuts JE are not of either of these forms. Also it is 
easy to see that if E is in SSy(M) then JE is coded by N from below. If E is not in 
SSy(M) then JE is of the form sup{&(w): IZ E fV> and of the form inf{s,(w): m E 
N}. Of course, at least one of the sequences t,, s, is not coded in M in this 
situation, moreover if N is strong in M, none of these sequences is coded. 
Theorem 2.4 implies that if N is strong in M then HE is strongly maximal for 
every E. 
3. Maximal basic subgroups 
3.1. Definition. We will say that the type tp(a) of an element a of M is selective if 
a $ K(0) and for every c E K(a) either c E K(0) or a E K(c). 
In other words tp(a) is selective iff K(a) is a minimal extension of the minimal 
model of Th(M). 
The proof of the following important lemma is based on the proof of Theorem 
3.10 in [l]. 
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3.2. Lemma. lff E G and for some a > M(O), f(u) E [a), then 
K(a) n [a) n fix(f) f 0. 
Proof. Let f(u) = b, we can assume that a < b, if b <a, then we can replace f by 
f -‘. Since b E [u) there is a Skolem term t(v) such that t(u) > 6. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that t(v) defines in M a total monotone function. 
Let T(U) = min{w: tcw)(0) 2 u}, where t(‘)(v) = t(u) and t(‘+‘+‘)(~) = t(t’“‘(v)). 
Then it is easy to see that either r(a) = r(b) or r(u) = r(b) + 1. But then 
f(r(a)) = 4f (a)) = r(b)t and since f preserves parity, we must have f (r(u)) = 
r(u). Thus c = r(u) is a fixed point off, clearly c E K(u), and it is easy to see that 
CE[U). 0 
3.3. Corollary. If f E G, a E M, tp(u) is selective, a > M(O), and f(u) #a, then 
f @I @ [a). 
Proof. If f(u) E [a), then for some c E K(u) fl [a) we have f(c) = c. But then 
a E K(c); hence f(u) = a. q 
3.4. Theorem. For every a E M \ M(0) the stabilizer G,,, is a maximal subgroup of 
G if and onfy if tp( ) a is selective. Moreover, if tp(u) is selective and f $ G(,,, then 
G = {cufpf -‘y: a, P> Y E G,,,), 
or 
G = {ocf-‘Pfr: a, P, Y E G,,,}. 
Proof. If tp(a) is not selective, then for some c E K(u)\K(O), a $ K(c). But then 
G(,, < G,,, and a standard argument shows that for some f E G(,,, f(u) # a. 
So now assume that tp(u) is selective. Let f E G, and let a # b = f (a). Let g be 
an automorphism in Aut(M) \ G,,,. Suppose that f(u) = b and g(u) = c. We will 
assume that b <a, if this is not the case then we can repeat the same argument 
with f-’ instead off. Consider the type T(v): 
Let ~(v, w) be the conjunction of a finite number of formulas ~(v, w) such that 
M k rp(b, a). Let p = min{v: ~(v, a)}. By Corollary 3.3, we have b <[a), hence 
K(b) <a. This implies that K(p) <a. So we have: p E K(u) and a $ K(p), thus 
p E K(O), as tp(u) is selective. Consequently ,u satisfies all the formulas from the 
second part of T(v) (as tp(u) = tp(c)). H ence T(v) is finitely realizable in M. 
Let d be an element realizing T(v) in M. Notice that 
tp(b, a) = tp(d, a) = tp(d, cl = tp(4 g(a)) = q@-‘(d), ~1. 
Thus there exists y E G,,, such that y(g-‘(d)) = b. Let LYE G(,, be such that 
a(b) = d. Then f -‘yg-‘c$ E G(,,, and the result follows. 0 
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We conjecture that the first sentence of Theorem 3.4 is true also for elements 
a E M(O)\K(O). 
We have an example, based on the type constructed in the proof of Theorem 
4.7, showing that two forms of representations of G in the conclusion of Theorem 
3.4 cannot be replaced by just one of them. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.4 selectivity of the type of a was used only to deduce 
that f(a) < (K(a)\M(O)); h ence the same proof will also give us the following 
corollary. 
3.5. Corollary. For every a E M and every f E G, iff(u) -=c (K(a)\K(O)) then G is 
generated by G,,, U {f}, and 
G = {qfkY1y: a, P, Y E G&. 
We will close this section with the following observation and an open problem 
related to it. 
3.6. Proposition. Zf b < (K(a)\K(O)), then G is generated by G(,, U Gchj. 
Proof. Suppose g E G\G,,, and g(a) = c. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 
we can show that there is d EM such that tp(d, a) = tp(b, a) and tp(d, c) = 
tp(d, a). Then there are (Y E G,,, and /3 E GCd, such that m(b) = d and P(a) = c, 
and Proposition 1.1 (iii), (iv) concludes the proof. 0 
We would like to know what are the exact conditions under which G(,, U Gcb, 
generates the whole group G. Here we have an example which shows that the 
subgroup of G generated by G(,, U Gchj can be smaller than the pointwise 
stabilizer of K(a) n K(b). If a codes an ascending sequence of skies, and all 
elements (a),, for n E N, realize the same minimal type, then one can show that 
for every d > M(O) there are 6, c E A4 such that: (i) (b), = (u)*~, (c), = (u)*~+,; 
(ii) tp(b) = tp(c); (iii) K = K(b) fl K(c) Cd. But then if H is the subgroup of G 
generated by Gu,) U GCC,, H is contained in G,,,,,, hence, if d is small enough, H is 
a proper subgroup of GtK) (I, was defined before Lemma 2.2). 
4. Selective non 2-indiscernible types 
In this section we will prove that every recursively saturated model of PA 
realizes a selective type that is not 2-indiscernible. We will give two proofs of this 
result. The first will be a direct construction of the required type. In the second 
proof we show first that every unbounded 2-indiscernible type is definable 
(minimal in fact), and then we prove that every recursively saturated model of 
PA realizes an unbounded selective and nondefinable type. 
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Now we will define f : M + qy by induction in M. Suppose that we have 
constructed an M-finite sequence f(O), f(l), . . . , f(k) such that (0, . . . , k) - 
(f (Oh . . . ,f(k)). Then, since M LVm, u, blA(m, a, 6) there is c EM such that 
(0, . . . , k k + 1) - (f(O), . . . , f (k), c) and t(c) $ {f(o), f(l), . . . , f(k)}. 
Then we put f (k + 1) = c, where c is the least such element. 
The construction guarantees that all), V,(U), . . . is a consistent set of 
formulas finitely realizable in M. Let p(v) be a consistent type containing &II), 
Q)L(rJ), * . . . Since every Skolem term is either constant or l-l on all but finitely 
many sets q,,“, p(v) is selective. 
Notice that the following type is also finitely realizable in M: 
P(Vl) Up(v,) UP(%) u {~I< v2 < v3 & LT(V,, 212) &lLT(V2, %)). 
This shows that p(v) is not 2-indiscernible. To finish the proof we have to show 
that there is a complete type p(v) as above, which is realized in M. To this end 
notice that the construction of the sequence qo, ql, . . , can be carried out in 
(M, S), where S is a partial inductive satisfaction class for M. Thus there is a type 
p(v) as above, which is coded in M, and this finishes the proof. q lTheorem 4.1. 
4.3. Corollary. There exist maximal open subgroups of Aut(M) which are not 
strongly maximal. 
Proof. Directly from Theorems 2.1,3.4 and 4.1. 0 
We would like to note that from Theorem 2.4, and from results of [4, Lemma 
2.71 it follows that if M is a model of TA and N is strong in M then there are 
exactly countably many open maximal subgroups of Aut(M) that are not strongly 
maximal. 
It appears that in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we came close to a brink of 
inconsistency. For suppose we add an extra step in the construction to make the 
type p(v) 2-indiscernible. This however would require some Ramsey type 
argument for partitions of pairs of rational numbers. Theorem 4.1 implies that no 
such argument is available. A simple example of this non-Ramsey behaviour of Q 
is given below. 
Let F : [M12-+ 2 be defined by 
0, ifa<b-LT(a, 6); 
Fh b) = 11, 
otherwise. 
It is easy to see that if X G M is unbounded in M and homogeneous for F, then 
M blDLO(X). 
In the model theory of PA definable types are usually considered as types over 
a model of PA in the language with constants for the elements of the model (cf. 
[l]). Here we will be interested in pure types (or, equivalently, in types over 
minimal models) only. 
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For a type p(u) let TP be the set of sentences in p(v). Thus if p(v) is a complete 
type, which is consistent with PA, then TP is a consistent completion of PA. 
4.4. Definition (Gaifman [l]). A complete type p(v) is unbounded if (t < 
ZJ) EP(Z.J) for every closed Skolem term r; p(v) is definable if for every formula 
n(u, V) of L there is a formula a, such that for every closed Skolem term t 
J(t, 21) EP(U) iff an(t) E T,. 
A type p(u) is minimal if it is definable and selective (this is not the original 
definition of [l], but it is equivalent to it, see [2]). 
The property of 2-indiscernibility can be considered as a property of a type 
unrelated to a particular model. We will say that a complete type p(u) is 
2-indiscernible (indiscernible) if it is 2-indiscernible (indiscernible) in every 
model M. Every consistent type is realized in some countable recursively 
saturated model, and it is easy to see that a type is 2-indiscernible if and only if it 
is 2-indiscernible in some recursively saturated model in which it is realized. 
4.5. Theorem. Every unbounded 2-indiscernible type is definable. 
Proof. Let p(v) be an unbounded 2-indiscernible type, and let h(u, v) be a 
formula of PA. Let us define the following function: 
i 
0, if Vz <xA(z, x)++A(z, y); 
f&y)= 1, if3z<x((Vz’<zA(z’,x) ++A@‘, Y)) & l(z, x) & 1A(z, y)); 
2, if 32 <x ((32’ < z 12(z’, x) f, A@‘, y)) & iA(z, x) & A(z, y)). 
A simple compactess argument shows that there is O(v) EP(V) and there is 
i E (0, 1,2} such that 
PAt Vu,, v2((v, < v2 & @(vi) & O(v,))+f(v,, v,) = i). 
Let us define q(u) to be 3x Vu >x O(v) + n(u, v). We claim that for every 
closed Skolem term t we have 
A(t, v) EP(V) iff q(t) E q. 
We will consider three cases. In the case of i = 0 the proof of the claim is obvious. 
Let us consider the case of i = 1. Let Y(u, x) be the formula 
Vu,, v*>x (O(v,) & O(v,)+ (Vz < u h(z, v,)*h(z, 1/J)). 
By induction (on u) we will show that PA k VU 3x Y(u, x). 
Suppose Y(u, x) holds. If for all vl, v2>x @(vi) and O(u2) then Y(u + 1, x). 
On the other hand if for some vi, v2 such that @(vi), O(v,), and vl < v2, we 
have l(n(u + 1, vi) ++n(u + 1, Q)), then h(u + 1, vi) and lA(u + 1, v2). Hence 
we have Y(u + 1, vi). 
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Now, to show that A(t, ZJ) EP(U) iff o*(t) E T,, first select x such that Y(t, X) 
and then argue as in the case of i = 0. 
The argument in the case of i = 2 is similar and the result follows. q 
4.6. Corollary. If p(v) is an unbounded complete type, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) p(v) is 2-indiscernible; 
(ii) p(v) is indiscernible; 
(iii) p(v) is selective and definable; 
(iv) p(v) is minimal. 
Proof. If p(v) is a 2-indiscernible type, then for every Skolem term t(v), by 
applying 2-indiscernibility of p(v) to the formula t(v,) = f(v2), we can show that 
either there exists a closed Skolem term k and a formula O(v) EP(V) such that 
PAl=Vv (O(v)+t(v) = k), 
or there is a formula Y(v) EP(V) such that 
PAkVv,, v,(pY(v,)& ‘Y(vz)+t(v,)+t(v,)). 
Hence p(v) is selective and, by Theorem 4.5, (i) implies (iii) 
Other implications in the corollary are well known. Implications (iv)-, (ii) and 
(iii)+ (iv) are due to Gaifman [l]. Implication (ii)+ (iv) was proved by Ressayre 
[8]. See [2, Section 61, for a detailed discussion of these and related results. 0 
Since every unbounded 2-indiscernible type is definable, we can prove the 
existence of selective types which are not 2-indiscernible by constructing 
nondefinable unbounded selective types. It is very well known that such types 
exist. For example, it is not difficult to show that every subset of N can be coded 
in a minimal elementary extension of N. If the set coded in such extension is 
undefinable, then the type of any element generating an extension will be 
selective and nondefinable. The problem now is to prove that such types are 
realized in every recursively saturated model of PA. This is the content of the 
next theorem. 
4.7. Theorem. For every completion T of PA there is an unbounded selective type 
p(v) which is recursive in T and nondefinable. 
Proof. Let M be the minimal model of T, let X0 be the set of all M-finite O-l 
sequences, let t,,(v), tl(v), . . . be a recursive enumeration of the Skolem 
terms of PA, and let oo(w), al(w), . . , be a recursive enumeration of all formulas 
of L with one free variable. Also, let Q),,(w, v) be the formula (v), = 0. We will 
construct a selective type p(v) such that for every formula o,,(w) there is a closed 
term t such that l(q~~~(t, v) * M F o,(t)). 
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We will say that a subset X of X,, is a perfect tree if X is nonempty, and for 
every SEX there are S],QEX such that scs,,s~s~ and for some i< 
min(len(sJ, len&)), (sJj # (6 W e will define a sequence X,, 2 Xi 2 - . ~2 
X” 2 . . * of definable perfect subtrees of X0. Assume that X, has been defined 
and consider &(v), A standard argument shows that there is a definable perfect 
tree Y s X, such that t,(v) is either constant or l-l on Y. Let s = min Y, and let 
s,, s2 be the smallest incompatible elements of Y extending s. 
Let t = min{i: (s,)~ f (S*)i}* Suppose (s,)~ = 0 then we define 
X 
i 
{q I> s,: q E Y}, if M k-o,(t): 
n+l = {q 2 s2: q E Y}, if M L o,(t). 
Now let p(v) be the set of formulas Y E X,; n E N. The construction can be 
easily formalized to make sure that the type p(v) recursive in T. 
Clearly p(v) is a selective nondefinable type. 0 
4.8. Corollary. Every recursively saturated model of PA realizes a nondefinable 
unbounded selective type. 
Proof. Let M be a recursively saturated model of PA and let T = Th(M). Let 
p(v) be the type from Theorem 4.7. p(v) is recursive in T and it is well known 
(see [3]) that every recursively saturated model M is saturated with respect to 
types that are recursive in Th(M). 0 
5. Setwise stabilizers of gaps 
A gap of M is a segment of the form [a), for some a E M. The study of gaps in 
recursively saturated models of PA was initiated in [7]. Many ideas that we will 
exploit here come from that paper (see Section 3 there). 
If a realizes a selective type in M then for every b E [a) if a #b then 
tp(a) # tp(b). In this situation the setwise stabilizer of [a), CCL,,,, is just G,,,, and 
this means that G,,,,, is a maximal subgroup of G. We can generalize this as 
follows. 
Let us say that the type of an element a > M(0) is quasi-selective if 
[a) fl K(a) = K(a) \K(O). 
5.1. Lemma. If M is a countable and recursively saturated model of PA, a > M(0) 
and tp(a) is quasi-selective then G,,,,, is maximal in G. 
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 3.5. 0 
There are gaps [a) without elements satisfying selective types. For instance, if 
T(u, v) is the type used in the proof of the Moving Gaps lemma (cf. [5]), and 
(e, a) realizes T(u, V) in M then G,,,,, is a proper subgroup of G,,,, hence G,,,,, 
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is not maximal in G, hence [a) has no elements realizing selective types. This 
remark follows directly from the Moving Gaps lemma. In this section we will give 
a direct proof of this result and we will use the same technique to analyze 
properties of gaps in a greater detail. 
The concept of dependency of types was introduced in [l]. A type p(v) is 
dependent on q(v) if there is a Skolem term t(v) such that p(v) = 
{q(t(v)): q(v) E q(v)}. Types p(v) and q(v) are equivalent if p(v) is dependent 
on q(v) and q(v) is dependent on p(v). 
Let us introduce two more concepts. We will say that a type p(v) is rare if in 
every gap [u) there is at most one element realizing p(v). Corollary 3.3 implies 
that all unbounded selective types are rare. We will say that a type p(v) is 
ubiquitous if for every gap [a), pM fl [ a is either empty or is both cofinal and ) 
downward cofinal in [a). Notice that these notions do not depend on the choice of 
the model M. Clearly, if some element of a gap [a) realizes a rare type, then none 
of the types of elements of [a) can be ubiquitous. We will say more about rare 
and ubiquitous types later in this section. Now let us just notice the following. 
5.2. Proposition. (i) If tp( a IS rare, then for every 6 E [a), a E K(6). ) 
(ii) All rare types realized in [u) are equivalent. 
Proof. For the proof of (i) let p(v) = tp(u), and let 6 be an element of [a). From 
the proof of Lemma 3.2 it follows easily that for every x E [a), inf(K(x) n [a)) = 
M[u]. Hence there are Skolem terms t,(v), t2(u) such that t,(b) <a < t2(b). 
Consider the type 
T(v, 6, a) =p(v) U {v f a & t,(6) < v < t*(b)}. 
Since card(pM n [a)) = 1, T(v, 6, a) is inconsistent, but then a standard argument 
shows that a E K(6). Proposition (ii) is a direct consequence of (i). 0 
We will say that a gap [a) is labeled if [a) realizes a rare type (the name can be 
justified by Proposition 5.2(ii), think of the element realizing a rare type in [a) as 
a label for [a)). 
The easy proof of the next proposition is left to the reader. 
5.3. Proposition. For every a EM the setwise stabilizer G,,,,, is a basic open 
subgroup of G iff [a) is labeled. 
Notice that Propositions 5.2, 5.3 and the results of Section 3 imply that if [a) 
realizes a rare type, then G,,,,, is maximal iff tp(u) is selective. Our aim now will 
be to give examples of: (1) labeled gap [a) such that G,,,,, is not maximal (this 
will be given by a rare type that is not selective); (2) a non-labeled gap [u) such 
that G,,,,, is not maximal; (3) a non-labeled gap [a) such that G,,,,, is maximal. 
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Let us start with the second example, the first example will be a byproduct of 
our considerations below, see the remark after the proof of Proposition 5.10. 
Let Tr,, be a universal _Zm truth formula. For every n E N let F,(O) be the Godel 
number of the formula u2 = u, + 1 and let 
F,(x + 1) = min{y : Vrp E En fl [0, &(x)1 Vu <F,(x) 
(32 Tr,(cp; u, z)+ 3z <Y Tr,(v; u, z))}. 
Let also Cn(x) be the formula gzx = F,(z), and let: 
In(x) = max{y <x: C,(y)}; 
p,(x) = min{y >x: C,(y)}. 
The existence of gaps without elements realizing rare types follows from Theorem 
4.3 of [7]. Here we will present a simpler argument (which yields a conclusion 
which is weaker than Theorem 4.3 in [7]); ‘t 1 will be also a prototype for further 
constructions. 
For n E N and cp E L let A,(x) be the formula 
K(&l+,(x))<x & F,(x) <&I+,(x) 
and let B:(x) be 
3w f b(x)]~(l,+,(x), w) - 9l(&Z+,(x), L(x)>l. 
Let T(x) be the following type 
{A,(X): n E N\(O)} U {B:(x): n E N\(O), cp E L}. 
We will prove that r is consistent with every consistent completion of PA, and 
whenever M k PA is recursively saturated and a E M realizes r, then [a) is not 
labeled. 
5.4. Lemma. r is consistent. 
Proof. Let &) be a finite subset of E We will work in a nonstandard mode1 M. 
Let n be the largest index for which either A, or Bz, for some cp, occurs in 4,. 
Let s E M be nonstandard and let z = F,+,(s). For every r we can define in M 
an increasing sequence bo, b,, . . . , b, such that F,(z) < b,), and for every 
i G r, C,(b,). Since the formula describing the least such sequence (for fixed r) is 
2 n+, , for every I c z there are bo, . . . , b, as above with b, < F,+,(s + 1). Let 
bo, . . . , b, be such a sequence. 
If for some i Sr, b;<x <b;+,, then I,+,(x) = z and pn+,(x) =&+,(s + l), 
hence x satisfies A,+,(x). 
Now, if qo, . . . , cpk are formulas occuring in the Bz part of &, and r > 2k, then 
by counting possible sequences of truth values for cp,,(z, b;), . . . , qk(z, b;) in 
M, i G r, we see that there must be 0 < i <j < r such that for all m s k 
M b Q)m(Z, bi) ++ Q’m(Z, bj). 
Then every element x such that bj <x < bj+l satisfies BP, . . . , B,w” in M. 
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Now proceed inductively. Put z = b,, and perform the same construction for II 
instead of IZ + 1. After repeating this II times we obtain an interval whose every 
element realizes 1;) in M. 0 
The proof of the next proposition is left to the reader (it can be also found in 
[7], Lemma 3.61). 
5.5. Lemma. If a realizes r in M then for every x E [a) there is n E N such that 
L(a) <x <p,(a). 
5.6. Lemma. If a realizes r in M then [a) is not labeled. 
Proof. If b E [a) then for some n E N, f,(a)< b <pa(a). Take such n and 
consider the type A(w): 
{w #L(a)> U {9$4+,(a), L(a)) f) &L+,(a), w): pi E Ll- 
r was designed to ensure that A(w) is consistent. If c realizes A in M, then there 
exists g E Gu,,+,w) such that g(Z,(a)) = c. But if I,(a) is moved by g so must be the 
whole interval between f,(a) and p,(a), hence g E G,,,,, \ CC,,). 0 
Let us observe for future reference that in the above lemmas we did not use the 
full power of C It is enough to assume that indices n of formulas in rcome from 
an infinite subset A of IV (then the type becomes recursive in A). 
The following definition is crucial for most of our further considerations. Let 
MG(x, y) be the following type: 
I 3z0, . . . , z, ( Z~j=y& /j j<n-I Zj=Z$+l(Zj+L+x) InEN f > I 
A type similar to MC was also used in the proof of the Moving Gaps lemma in 
[5], the difference is of a technical nature only. It is easy to see that for an 
arbitrary model M of PA and a E M, MG(a, y) is finitely realizable in M. 
5.7. Lemma. Suppose a, b realize MG(x, y) in M. Then: 
(i) M(a) < 6. 
(ii) For every x E [b) there is n E N such that l,(b) <x <p,(b). 
(iii) Zf zo, . . . , z, is a sequence of elements corresponding to a, b which is given 
by the nth formula in MG(x, y), then for every j c n, Zj = l,+,(b). 
(iv) For every n E N we have a E K(l,(b)), and consequently b E K(l,(b)). 
Proof. Part (i) follows directly from the definition of MG. A proof of part (ii) is 
also straightforward, and is left to the reader. For the proof of (iii) let us assume, 
for example that j = 2 (this is a typical case). Observe that F,(F2(z2 + a) + a) = b, 
hence b is a value of a & definable function on arguments CZ,. But this means 
that F2(zZ + 1) > b and the result follows. 
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For the proof of part (iv) notice first that by (iii) we have z,, = I,+,(b) for every 
II E N. But then, for every n > 0: 
a = F,‘(z,_,) - z, = F,‘(l,(b)) - f,+,(b). 
So a E K(I,(b), I,+,(b)). But it is easy to see that Z,+,(b) = f,+1(1,(b)), hence 
a E K(l,(b)). Now, since b E K(a, z,_,), we have b E K(E,(b)) as well. 0 
5.8. Corollary. If a, b realize MG(x, y) in M, then G{,,,), is a proper subgroup of 
GW 
Proof. By Lemma 5.7(iv) we have K(a) G K(b), but since M(a) <b we also have 
b $ K(a), and the result follows. 0 
We are now in a position to give a short proof of the Moving Gaps lemma (this 
is not a new proof, essentially the same arguments were used in [5]). 
5.9. Corollary (Moving Gaps lemma). Zf a, b realize MG(x, y) in M, g E G, and 
g(a) + a, then g(b) 4 [b). 
Proof. If c = g(b) E [b) and c <a then for some n E N we have f,(c) = f,(b). But 
a = F%(b)) -l,+,(b) ( see the proof of Lemma 5.7(iv)), so we must have 
g(a)=a. 0 
5.10. Proposition. If a, b realize MG(x, y) in M then tp(b) is rare. 
Proof. Suppose that b, c E [b) and tp(b) = tp(c). Let us assume that c <b. Then 
for some n E N we have Z,(b) < c, hence l,(b) = l,(c). Then, by Lemma 5.7, b 
and c are the values of the same Skolem term on I,(b), hence b = c. 0 
Proposition 5.10 and Corollary 5.8 provide examples of elements realizing rare 
types that are not selective; hence, we have examples of labeled gaps whose 
stabilizers are not maximal. But now we are also prepared for a construction of a 
non-labeled gap whose stabilizer is not maximal. 
5.11. Theorem. There exists a non-labeled gap [b) of M whose setwise stabilizer is 
not maximal in G. 
Proof. We will combine the proof of Lemma 5.6 with the proof of the Moving 
Gaps lemma. We cannot adjoin directly MG(x, y) to the type r of Lemma 5.6, 
since the type obtained in this way is inconsistent. However, we can use the 
remark following the proof of Lemma 5.6 and define the type A(x, y) as follows: 
{A,(Y): n E ~\{O)) U {WY): n E N\(O), cp E L) 
U {Wx, y): n E N\{O)), 
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where A,, Bz are formulas from type r used in the proof of Lemma 5.4, and 
D,(x, y) is: 
%, . . . 9 zn ( zo =y &;?, zi = k+,(Y) 
& A {Zj = ~+l(Zj+l +X): j < It &j is even} 
> 
. 
If a, b realize A@, y) in M then, by arguments exactly the same as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.6, one can show that [b) is not labeled. Also, if zo, zi, . . . is the 
sequence associated with a and b by A@, y), then for every even n E N we have 
z, = F,+,(z,, + a). So a is definable from b, hence G{lhj) is a subgroup of CC,,, and 
it is a proper subgroup as M(a) < b. 
Now, to complete the proof it is enough to show that A(x, y) is finitely 
realizable in M. This can be done by the following construction. Let A&, y) be a 
finite subset of A(x, y). Let us assume that the largest index of formulas Ai, B;, 
and Di in A,, is 5 (this is a typical case). Let a be any element of M. We will find b 
such that A,(a, b) holds in M. To this end we will construct a sequence z,, . . . , zs 
witnessing Ds(u, b). Take any zs 2 a. Let z, = &,(zs + a). Now apply the construc- 
tion from the proof of Lemma 5.4 for n = 4 and s = z, + a. If bj is the element 
selected in this construction, then we put z, = bj and z2 = F3(z3 + a). Now we use 
the construction from Lemma 5.4 again for n = 2 and s = z, + a. We obtain zr and 
finally we put b = F,(z,). Notice that the construction guarantees that Zj = Z,+,(b) 
for every j, and this finishes the proof. q 
Now we turn to the problem of the existence of non-labeled gaps whose 
stabilizers are maximal. This seems more difficult than our previous considera- 
tions, in fact the second author has provided a much more elaborate construction, 
based on the ideas used above, to prove that such gaps exist in every countable 
recursively saturated model of PA. We will not present this construction here, 
instead we will use a theorem of Gaifman that allows for a big shortcut here. See 
[l] for the definition of end extension types. 
First let us note that from Theorem 2.21 of [l] it follows easily that: 
5.12. Proposition. A type is an end-extension type iff it is definable and 
quasi-selective. 
Let m be our fixed countable recursively saturated model of PA. We can now 
quote a special case of Theorem 5.2 of [l] as follows. 
5.13. Theorem. There are a quasi-selective type p(v) and a sequence of Skolem 
terms ti(v), i E N, such that p(v) is realized in M, and if a realizes p(v), and 
ai = ti(u) then 
(i) Zf i <j then K(0) -C K(Uj) -C K(u;) < K(u), and all extensions are proper. 
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(ii) For every x E K(a), either x E K(0) or K(x) = K(a) or there exists i E N such 
that K(x) = K(a,). 
Let pG(v) be a type given by Theorem 5.13. If a realizes pG(v), then G,,,,, is 
maximal, since p&v) is quasi-selective. Thus we need to show that [a) is not 
labeled. This will follow from the next two propositions. The first proposition 
follows from Proposition 5.2. 
5.14. Proposition. Every rare, quasi-selective type is selective. 
5.15. Proposition. if a realizes pG(v) then [a) is non-labeled. 
Proof. Since pG(v) is quasi-selective, all we have to show is that [a) does not 
realize a rare type. But suppose that b E [a) realizes a rare type. Then, by 
Proposition 5.2. b E K(a). Hence, by 5.13(i), K(b) = K(a) or K(b) = K(a,), for 
some i. Any of these conditions implies that tp(b) is not selective (by 5.13(i)) and 
that tp(b) is quasi-selective (since pG(v) is). But this contradicts Proposition 5.14 
and we are done. 0 
So we finally have: 
5.16. Theorem. In every countable recursively saturated model of PA there are 
non-labeled gaps whose setwise stabilizers are maximal. 
Problem. Is there a non-labelled gap [a) such that the setwise stabilizer of [a) is 
maximal and none of the types of elements of [a) is quasi-selective? 
We would like to close this section with a rather surprising observation 
concerning rare and ubiquitous types. 
5.17. Proposition. For every a E A4 if no element in [u) realizes a rare type, then 
the type of every element of [a) is ubiquitous. 
Proof. First let us show that if p(v) is not ubiquitous, then for every gap [a) there 
is b and a Skolem term t(v) such that all realizations of p(v) in [a) are in the 
segment [b, t(b)]. Suppose, for example, that all realizations of p(v) in [a) are 
smaller than some b but pM is also downward cofinal in [a) (the argument in the 
‘dual’ case is similar). Then let c be an element of [a) realizing p(v) and let t(v) 
be a Skolem term such that t(c) > b. Let c’ be an element of pM fl [a), such that 
t(c’) Cc. Then if f is an automorphism of M and f (c’) = c, then f(c) > t(c) > b, 
and f (c) l pM f~ [a), a contradiction. 
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Now to finish the proof suppose that P(U) is realized in [a) and for some b and 
t(v) we have pM fl [a) =pM n [b, t(b)]. W e can assume that t(v) is a provably 
total increasing function. If t’“‘(v) is the xth iteration of t(v), then there is c E [u) 
such that c = t@)(O) for some X, and pM fl [a) =pM fl [c, t(‘)(c)] for i = 1 or i = 2. 
The type of such an element c is rare, and this finishes the proof. 0 
6. Extending open subgroups H of G = Aut(M) to maximal ones 
In this section we consider the question of deciding which open subgroups of G 
can be extended to maximal subgroups. If H is an open subgroup of G, then we 
will associate with H two initial segments of M, Z(H) and J(H) -defined 
below - and we will show how some information about H can be recovered from 
the properties of these segments. Then we will use this information to prove some 
results on extendability of open subgroups of G to maximal subgroups of G. 
But first let us note the following. It is well known that there exist groups G 
having no (proper) maximal subgroups. The typical example is the additive group 
of rationals. 
If G is a group, then Q(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, is either G itself if G 
has no proper maximal subgroups, or the intersection of all maximal subgroups of 
G, if G has such subgroups. In the case considered here, G = Aut(M) has many 
maximal subgroups. Namely we have: 
6.1. Theorem. Let M be a countable and recursively saturated model of PA. 
Then G(G) = {id}. 
Proof. This follows easily from the results obtained so far. If f # id, then, by the 
Moving Gaps lemma, f moves some b > M(0) realizing a selective type. Thus f is 
not in GChj and this group is maximal. 0 
For an open H s G we define: 
I(H)=sup{bEM: ggEG\Hg[<b=id}, 
J(H) = inf{b E M: G(,,) c H}. 
These definitions make sense for arbitrary recursively saturated models of PA (or 
in fact for arbitrary linearly ordered structures), but the status of Z(H) and J(H) 
for open groups H, for which these cuts are below some nonstandard elements of 
M(0) is at present unclear. We can do much better if we work inside a model 
without definable nonstandard elements. So for the rest of this section we will 
assume that M is recursively saturated countable model of TA. 
6.2. Lemma. If H is a proper open subgroup of G then 
N < Z(H) c J(H) < M. 
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Proof. The inequality J(H) < M follows directly from the assumption that H is 
open. It is also easy to check that Z(H) <J(H) ( exercise). Thus it remains to show 
that N <I(H). In order to derive a contradiction, let us assume that N = I(H). 
We will show that then H = G. To this end it is enough to show that for every 
c, d E M if tp(c) = tp(d), then there is g E H such that g(c) = d (this is because H 
is closed in G, see Proposition 1.1). But M is resplendent, hence there is g E G 
and b E M satisfying the following set of sentences: 
{g is an automorphism of M} U {g(c) = d} U {b > n: n E N} U {g 1 c b = id}. 
But since N = Z(H) we have g E H and the result follows. 0 
Lemma 6.2 implies that if H is a proper open subgroup of G then GtJcHjj is a 
proper subgroup of G. We cannot get the same conclusion if M is not a model of 
TA, in fact, the second author has shown that if M(0) f N then there is a proper 
open subgroup H of Aut(M) such that J(H) = M(0). 
6.3. Lemma. If H C G is open then H c GcJcHjj and H 5 GcIcHj,. 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Proposition l.l(iv). 0 
6.4. Lemma. If H c G is open and H \G,,, # 0, for every J > N, then H = G. In 
particular, if H is open, H = G{,, for some I > N and H \ GtJ, # 0, for every J > N, 
J #I, then H is a maximal subgroup of G. 
Proof. Directly from 6.2 and 6.3. 0 
Let us assume now that N is strong in M. There are many conditions which are 
equivalent to N being strong, in particular if M is recursively saturated, then N is 
strong in M iff for every a > N there exists c E M such that N < c < K(a)\N. 
Before we get to the main result of this section let us note the following slightly 
surprising phenomenon. 
6.5. Proposition. If M is a countable recursively saturated model of TA, then N is 
strong in M iff there is an automorphism g E G = Aut(M) such that for every open 
subgroup H s G if g E H then H = G. 
Proof. If N is strong in M, then there is an automorphism of M which moves all 
nonstandard initial segments of M. The existence of such an automorphism is a 
direct consequence of Corollary 3.5 of [6]. On the other hand, if N is weak in M, 
then every automorphism has many nonstandard fixed points (see [5, Proposition 
5.2(ii)]), and the result follows. 0 
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Let us note that Proposition 6.5 implies that if M is a countable recursively 
saturated model of TA and N is strong in M, then every open subgroup of 
G = Aut(M) can be extended to a maximal one. Indeed, if g is an automorphism 
given by Proposition 6.5, then let us say that a subgroup H < G is g-maximal if 
g $ H and if H’ is a proper extension of H, then g E H’. Clearly, every subgroup 
H can be extended to a g-maximal subgroup H’, and if H is open, then by 
Proposition 6.5 H’ is maximal. Below we will give a direct proof of this result. 
6.6. Theorem. Assume that M is a countable recursively saturated model of TA 
and N is strong in M. Then every proper open subgroup of Aut(M) can be 
extended to a maximal subgroup of Aut(M). 
Proof. Let H s G = Aut(M) be open, and let 
K(H) = n {.I > IV: H G G,,,}. 
Observe that the family of cuts whose intersection is K(H) is nonempty as J(H) is 
its member (by Lemma 6.3). It is clear that H s GTKCHjj. Next notice that if for 
some a EM, M[a] c K(H) E M(a) then K(H) = M[a], because otherwise we 
would have H c GtKCHjj c Gt,,,,lal) and M[a] s K(H) contradicting the definition 
of K(H). This implies that K(H) is an elementary cut of M. Now, if K(H) = M[a] 
for some a E M\N then from the definition of K(H) it follows that tp(a) is 
quasi-selective, hence, by Lemma 5.1, G (K(H)) = Gt,, is maximal. If K(H) is not 
of the form M[a] for any nonstandard a, then it is a routine exercise in recursive 
saturation to show that GIKcH)) moves all nonstandard segments different from 
K(H). Thus in this case GIKcH)) is maximal by Lemma 6.4. 
To finish the proof we need to show that GIKcH)) is a proper subgroup of G. It 
suffices to prove that K(H) > N. To this end let e be such that G,,, 6 H, and let 
U(e) = inf(K(e)\N). S’ mce fV is strong in M we have U(e) > N. Now suppose that 
fV <I < U(e). By proposition 1.2 there are 6, c such that I < b < U(e) and c E I 
and g(b) < c for some g E G(,,. Since g moves I, and I was an arbitrary cut such 
that N <I < U(e), we must have K(H) 2 I, and the result follows. 0 
Daniel Lascar has proved (personal communication) that in Theorem 6.6 TA 
can be replaced by PA. 
Problem. Is the assumption “N is strong” necessary in Theorem 6.6. Is it 
necessary in Theorem 2.4? 
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